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Interrnagnetics General Corporation (IGC) performed work from May,
1998 through January, 1999 at a relatively low level of effort at risk until the DOE
contract was negotiated with Waukesha Electric Systems (WES) and the WES
purchase order and subcontract was issued to IGC. Soon after receipt of the
purchase order at the end of Januwy we activated a full Ievei of staffing with
project manager /technical direetor essentially fill time and eight engineers and
scientists providing their expertise on a regular part time or as-needed basis.

Much of the work to date has ad&essed the conceptual design for the
eventual commercial 30-MVA HTS transformer. This da”gn will be modified in
this SPI program to produce the 5/10 MVA alpha prototype conceptual desigq so
that key features of the eventuaI commercitd product will be tested through this
prototype which wiil power the WES main transformer manufacturing plant.

Work in May and June 199S concentrated on analysis of results fium
the test of the 1-MVA HTS transformer earlier in the year and on the conceptual
design of the 30-WA eornmmialtransformer. The Iatter work included in
particular the analysis of transformer performance under fault conditions.
(1-MVA test results and plans for the Phase ~ SPI, pro~:were presented to
Richard Blaugher and JeRHahn of NREL and DOE, respectively, in earIy May.)
In June Mike Walker attended at ORNL tie annual meeting on ac losses related to
DOE programs. In July he presented in Okinawa an invited paper mmmrizing
the 1-WA test results at the International Workshop on Superconductivity. I(X2
also contributed to pre.seqtations by WS and.CUtNL at the DOE Peer Review
later that month. . .

Work continued in August on the 30 MVA scophg studies, with substantial
effort involved in derlning the consequences of the ac losses obtained on the 1-MVA
transformer as reIatedto subsequent larger rransfonnem. Low loss winding approaches
were defied. At the project kickolT meeting at Waukesha in September IGC suggested
an ovedl 30-MVA transformer design approach and presented a detailed program plan
and schedule. Several ICC members of the team attended the Appkd Superconductivity
Confkrenee where Bili Schwenterly presented our paper describing the 1MVA
transformer and test results.

IGC assembled most of its project team in September andbegan 30 MVA
conceptual design work on all aspects of the cryo-rnecharhal and winding systems. The
winding design proceeded in recognition of standoff distances &fined by ORNL to
prevent ffashover under the >90(KV tmnsiemt base insulation level (131L)associated with
230 KV operation. The transfmer would ako be designed to have a capability for
emergency operation at up to up to 2X rated current, Wtig-cooling and winding
approaches were defined. Cooling and ac loss test requirements were defined and
preparations were begun for the wnstrucdon”of cooling test components and ac loss test
coils, the latter to be tested at 0~. Mostof this work was put on hold in October,
however, “@ridingWES negotiations with DOE on the contract for this program, a
situation that persisted through the end of Januasy, 1999.

Mike Walker prepared for and presented on “ConductorRequirements for HTS
Transformers” at the annual DOE Wire Development Workshop, January 12-13,1999.
In early February the EC team was brought once again to fill Streugthtoresume vwk
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on the 30-MVA conceptual design and key component tests. RPI consultants ?Wsox
13egeneff and Salon were brought on board and assignedinitialtasks,Progresswas
reportedat a fiil team meeting held at XX on Febmazy 23-24, 19%),i.dudiig IGC work
on: ac losses HTS coils and winding process developntenk fault current heating and
mechanical loads, and cryogenics snd refrigeration issues spanning heat load estimates,’
heat transfer, emergency moling and cryoeooler requirements, (Richard Blaugher of
~L aud Russeli Eaton and Joseph Mulhoiland of D(3E abo took part in this meeting.)

in March KiC took the Iead in mating (aIong with Bili Schwenteriy from
ORW) a first cut “straw man” high voltage kt@ bushing and delta connection&sign
fm the 30-MVA transformer. This was sent to Waukesha for review and modiilcatiom
Partswere ordered for transformer cuding component tests and materials were ordered
for the ac loss test ails. We OISObegan a collaboration with Brookbaven National
Laboratoryto have themdo generic but related so loss testing on variouswinding
configurations.

At the end of March three WC engineers were sent with a borescopc tu help to
examine the de-tanked 1-hfVA transformer for possible sources of Klghvoltage
breakdown, and to tour the Wmkcsha @ansformerplant and bceome familiar with
transformer technology. Obscrvations and testing in air led to the oonchwion that the
partial discharge indicated during the 1-MVA no bad and power tcss the year before
were likely to have been qmsed by inadvertentshorts in @e MU thermalinsulation
blankets, a problem which is ~ fhndamcntal to our HTS transformer designs and one
which is easily solved.

Early in April wo KC engineers attended rhe bi-cnnial international workshop
on se 10ss0s in superconductors, prwenting on the work W“thBNL and gaining
substantial informationput inxnediatcly to use in analysesof akemate winding
approaches rhat were suggested by Waukesha. Calculations were completed minimizing
conduction losses in transformerkads. Relatively low cost methods forconstructing and
cooling the HTS windings were devised. Degeneff eondueted first round erudyses for
transient high vokage impulse behavior to 650 KV BIL on an initial winding
cor@uration. We contracted for the services of a fidi time designcrbdl.srn% imported
WES and ORNL drawings from the 1-MVA, and began to modi@ them to put together
the fit (top level) !ayout drawings (as opposed to sketches) of 3CWVA FITS
tra@ormer concepts. Specifications were defined for the winder that maybe used to
build the S/10 WA cd% and priceand availability were checked Mechanical designs
proceedeh including wnsjderakm of fauk @ tipping ha Ref@=ti~ *A we%
estimated and projections were made of cooling technology that maybe available in ten
years when the eorrunercial market is realized. Conduoto~behaviorduring faults was
assessed analytically, fit by approximation and subsequently through the use of ANSYS
codes. Initial winding tests were conducted to see if preferred IOW10SSwinding

approaches would be feasible. CooIing component tests were conducted. Wchining was
completed on some of the parts for the ac loss test coils. Costs were estimatedfor various
conductor types for both the 30-MVA commercialtransformerandthe5/10 WA alpha
prototype. Pti~ng was begun for eonduetor manufacture or acquisition.

Work continued through May on eswntialIy all tasks ongoing in April. Mike
Walker met with WES engineersin Goldsboroin early~Mayto discuss high voltage and
ac loss considerations in regards to various w“mjing geome@s. Three lGC engineers
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andMO of our three RPI consultants attended a subsequentmeetingatORNL May 11-13
to reportprogress on the pjeet and fbeus specifically on high voltagedesignproblems
and overall design appmaehes and issues- Alternate winding approaches were suggested
and tasks were assigned tir their analysis, (The results of the meeting were summmkd
for the three NRU and DOE contract monitors in the morning of the third day.)

1~ hosted two_ engineers in Abany in mid-hue in fbllOW-Up of the
meeting at OWL to try to redve manswered quem”onsin the high voltage desigm It
was decided that our 30-MVA refkrenee design shotid be 138 KV on the high voltage
side, with an assoicated BIL of 65(3KY.

Four engineers i%xn IGC joined the rest of the HIS tranafocxnerteam in a
rneedng June 22-23 intended to summarize and finalize the 30-MVA H1’3 rransf-er
design and begin its modification fa the 5/10 WA alphaprototype. At the meeting an
skntative 30-MVA ~S -ORIIIXdeSi@l approach was su&@wi. 1(% has apptied
to this design in varying degrees the fid! speetrum of anrdyais ou!Iined in earlier
paragraphs. The team has agreed to adopt and %eeze” this new approach as our 30-
MVA reference commercial l+TS lransfbnner d- though bits and pieces of analysis
stilI need to be completed.
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5/10 MVA HTS Power Transformer Project

Waukesha Electric Systems (wES) and its subcontractors began work on the project on
May 12, 1998 when a basic agreement was reached on the scope of work for the FfI’S.
Power Transformer project but without a formal signed contract. The DOE Golden
ofilce authorized cost accumulation beginning on May 12, 1998, until a formal contract
signature was completed on 12/16/98. Work in Stage I of the SPI HTS Transformer
Project will officially continue through 12/1/99.

During May and June 1998 the majority of work focused on review and analysis of the
test results for the Demonstration I MVA prototype. This knowledge was helpfid as we
began the conceptual design for the 30 MVA commercial transformer. One conclusion
reached was that fiu-ther analysis of the flash over was needed in order to verify the
component design for the 5/1 OMVA Alpha and the 30 MVA commercial unit.

During July, August and September, 1998 the work focused on preparation and
presentations at the Peer Review meeting in W~hington, D.C. plus other Industry and
DOE National Laboratory ( Argonne) presentations to explain the HTS Transformer
project. Also began the organization of the Utility Advisory Committee that would
provide feedback on user needs to be incorporated into the commercial I+TS design.

Starting in January, 1999 further tests and analysis was performed on the Demo 1 MVA
prototype to aid in the component development for the Alpha prototype. Also continued
work on the concept 30 MVA and Alpha 5/1 OMVA unit, doing field plots, finite
element analysis (FEA), electro magnetic and electro static analysis (transients) and
investigated several coil winding arrangements in order to reduce AC losses. Test models
were developed and test specimens will be made to verify the design work.

We designed a vacuum test tank that can be used for testing various test specimens for
windings, or core cooling. We are studying both insulation system alternatives; vacuum
and solid insulation. Meetings were held with CIBA (a supplier of suitable epoxy for
insulation) to evaluate available materials. We hope to draw on the experience of IGC in
using this material.

Core cooling tests are being designed in conjunction with the major US supplier of core
steel (Armco), and core test specimens will be constructed shortly for test.

In July 1999a summary of our progress was presented at the DOE Peer Review meetings
in Washington DC. The HTS team has met as a group in February at IGC, in May at
ORNL and at WES in June, plus many individual meetings has been held on specific
issues.


